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Representing Abortion

Representing Abortion analyses how artists, writers, performers, and activists make 
abortion visible, audible, and palpable within contexts dominated by anti- abortion 
imagery centred on the fetus and the erasure of the pregnant person, challenging the 
polarisation of conversations about abortion.

This book illuminates the manifold ways that abortion is depicted and narrated 
by artists, performers, clinicians, writers, and activists. This representational work 
offers nuanced and complex understandings of abortion, personally and politic-
ally. Analyses of such representations are urgently needed as access to abortion is 
diminished and anti- abortion representations of the fetus continue to dominate the 
cultural horizon for thinking about abortion. Expanding the frame of reference for 
understanding abortion beyond the anti- abortion use of the fetal image, contributors 
to this collection push beyond narrow abstractions to examine representations of the 
experience and procedure of abortion within grounded histories, politics, and social 
contexts.

The collection is organised into sections around seeing (and not seeing) abortion; 
fetal materiality; abortion storytelling and memoir; and representations for new 
arguments. These themes cover a range of topics including abortion visibility, anti- 
abortion discourse, pro- choice engagements with the fetus, personal experience, and 
media representations. The analyses of such representations counteract anti- abortion 
rhetoric, carving out space for new arguments for abortion that are more represen-
tative and inclusive and asking audiences to envision new ways to advocate for safe 
abortion access through reproductive justice frameworks.

This is an innovative and challenging collection that will be of key interest for 
scholars studying reproductive rights and reproductive justice, as well as women’s 
and gender studies. Representing Abortion is organised to structure upper- year 
undergraduate and graduate courses on reproductive rights and reproductive justice 
in a new and engaging way.

Rachel Alpha Johnston Hurst is Associate Professor of Women’s and Gender Studies 
at St Francis Xavier University in Antigonish, Nova Scotia. Her research is concerned 
with the relationships between power, embodiment, and (visual) culture, from the 
perspectives of psychoanalysis and decolonial thought. She is author of Surface 
Imaginations:!Cosmetic Surgery, Photography, and Skin (2015) and co- editor of Skin, 
Culture, and Psychoanalysis (2013). Her most recent essays have been published in 
History of Photography, Feminist Studies, Con"gurations, and Body & Society.
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11  Abortion for!beginners

T.L. Cowan

Abortion has always been special to me. I!was raised in a small town in 
Ontario, just a few hours’ drive north of Toronto. Until Grade 6, I!went 
to a local, rural public elementary school; during these years I! was very 
aware that I!was one of a few Catholic kids in the school, and certainly the 
only kid I!knew besides my own brothers and sisters whose parents were 
obsessed with abortion. I!mean, they really hated abortion and really loved 
unborn fetuses and took us kids to all kinds of rallies. Our house was full 
of anti- abortion pamphlets, information packages, and fundraising swag. 
They held meetings. I!read all of the materials, heard all of the speeches, 
and memorised the gory details. I!knew about suction abortions and saline 
abortions and D&Cs. I!knew about a heartbeat at 10 weeks or 12 weeks, 
and how big the feet were again at such- and- such week. But it was wasted 
learning. No one in my peer group cared a bit about abortion.

In the mid- 1980s, our parents transferred us to the Catholic school, an 
hour- long bus- ride away.1 At "rst, I! thought that perhaps in a Catholic 
school there would be kids like me with parents like mine and I!expected 
abortion would be something we’d talk about all the time and I!was looking 
forward to it. Abortion was the thing I!knew most about in the world, and 
I!was ready to be an expert. I!was disappointed to discover that, even in 
Catholic School, none of the other kids wanted to talk about abortion unless 
a person was lucky enough to know someone whose older sister had had 
one. (This happened to me twice, and let me tell you, it was thrilling. I!had 
so much specialised knowledge to share.) But I!was still the only kid in my 
class for whom abortion was the only current event worth knowing about. 
At home, when we watched the news, it was to follow the Real Crime story 
of abortion clinic celebrity murderer Dr Henry Morgentaler. We even knew 
people who were in jail for various crimes against abortion, and sometimes 
there would be stories on TV about them, the heroes of the day.2 We were the 
only family I!knew for whom the primary destination in The City (Toronto) 
was the Morgentaler abortion clinic on Harbord Street. No Eaton’s Centre 
or Cats at the Elgin Theatre for us. Our big city family activity was meeting 
up with our parents’ friends, and slowly walking back and forth on the side-
walk, carrying mangled fetus signs and singing church songs. From time to 
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time someone would get carried away by the activist spirit and try to storm 
the door, or chain themselves to the door, or start yelling and charge the 
doctors and nurses or the people going in to get abortions. And sometimes 
there were large marches of thousands of adults and children, which started 
at the Ontario Legislature, Queen’s Park, and snaked around downtown 
Toronto. By the time I!was a teenager, I!was familiar with the route. At least 
once I!coaxed some other teenagers into a speed- marching- while- carrying- a- 
mangled- fetus- sign race. Who cares that I!was wearing a pink- cotton, drop- 
waisted, ankle- length sundress that I!sewed myself? I!won that march. But 
mostly our Toronto time was spent walking back and forth on a sidewalk to 
the tune of “Peace Is Flowing Like a River.”

Unsurprisingly, perhaps, it was while slowly walking back and forth in 
front of the Harbord Street clinic that I!saw lesbian feminists for the "rst 
time. This was early on, when I!was somewhere around 6 or 8 maybe. The 
lesbian feminists were marching on the other side of the street, in what I!now 
know is called a counter- protest. They were carrying NO WIRE HANGERS 
signs. I!learned much later that this was a motif borrowed from the famous 
scene in Mommie Dearest (1981). There were dozens or even hundreds of 
them, all of those women together, and I!couldn’t take my eyes off of them. 
They took my breath away. After that "rst time, I!spent every hour of every 
day fantasising about them and hoping I!would see them again. I! looked 
forward to the next trip to Toronto and was always on the lookout for 
them. I!imagined everything about them:!how they all knew each other, what 
kind of food they ate, where they bought their clothes, where they got their 
hair cut, what their houses looked like, and that perhaps they even lived 
together in apartments. I!loved the idea of living in an apartment, I!loved 
these women, and I!loved abortion for bringing them to me.

I guess I! was 11 or so when the "lm The Silent Scream (1984) was 
released and began to make its way around the anti- abortion venue circuit 
of high schools, community centres, and church basements, screened for 
the purpose of scaring teenagers and swaying popular opinion in the years 
leading up to the big Supreme Court abortion case in Canada. For some 
time, and I!am not sure how long, my parents toured The Silent Scream, and 
would leave our house in the evenings to give a screening (a screaming) and, 
I! suppose, to lead a post- screening (post- screaming?) discussion. I’m sure 
I’ve seen The Silent Scream, probably projected onto our living room wall, 
but the only memories I!have are of the voice of the narrator, the great anti- 
abortionist Barnard Nathanson, at once alarmist and patronising. I! have 
a foggy memory that, a few years later, The Silent Scream may have been 
shown in my Grade 8 Catholic School sex ed class, and that when I!heard 
the rumour that this was going to happen, I! casually bragged, “Oh, I’ve 
already seen it.”

But I!have earlier, vivid memories of the existence of the "lm because it 
opened a magical window for me!–  the window into babysitters. I!don’t 
know how often my parents screened this "lm. In my mind, it went on for 
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months, or even years. Most keenly, I!remember feeling with certainty and 
pride that they were doing something far more impressive and professional 
than usual:!in the early evening, they both got dressed up in smart clothes 
for these nights out and practised their speeches. Watching them get ready 
to go out gave me a warm feeling of middle- class comfort, like this is what it 
would be like to have parents with money and education, with careers. I!had 
always been ashamed of our family!–  the fact that we had very little money 
and that my mom stayed home. I!desperately wanted her to stop having 
babies and to go back to school or at least to get a job. On Silent Scream 
nights, not only did my parents leave the house looking classy, they also 
hired babysitters to look after us. This was, without a doubt, the highlight 
of my childhood. It’s likely that it was mostly older ladies from the church 
who would stay with us, but I’ve grafted a better memory. I’m sure there 
were at least a few Silent Scream nights in which we got an actual teenaged- 
girl babysitter. I!know it’s not unusual for pre- teen queers to fall in love with 
the gum- chewing volatility of their babysitters. But how many of you can 
say that you experienced the hot bliss of your "rst lez crushes while your 
parents were out showing what is perhaps the most obscene anti- abortion 
horror "lm of all time?

While I! feel sorry for all the people who sat through those screenings, 
all I!care to remember are those hair- sprayed and frosted goddesses sitting 
on our couch eating chips and letting me stay up late as long as I!had my 
pyjamas on. Is it possible that their boyfriends came over? Did they talk on 
the phone? Whatever did they say to me? I!don’t remember any of these 
details. All I!remember is that I!was ecstatic with their proximity!–  that they 
were in my house and that their jeans were skin tight. These girls were in 
high school and I!loved them. They were magical creatures of glossy disdain, 
and abortion brought them to me.

The years following the Silent Scream babysitter window passed in a haze 
of misery. The only exception was a few months of 1987, when I!won sev-
eral regional public speaking competitions for my speech, “The Life of an 
Unborn Child.” It was written and performed from the point of view of a 
cheerful fetus who does not get aborted. With this public speaking success 
under my belt, I!raked in enough award money to buy myself a peach and 
white #oral knock- off Laura Ashley dress for Grade 8 graduation. Once 
again, abortion was good to me.

Later that same year I!turned 13 and got a job as a chambermaid and 
waitress at a nearby summer resort. I! was by far the youngest person 
working there. I!forged an exciting life for myself!–  arriving home by my 
curfew but then sneaking out of my bedroom window to sprint back to the 
party in the staff cabin. I!made new friends. I!found alcohol and cigarettes. 
I!could not believe my luck. If you have ever had the good fortune to be the 
youngest person in the secret world of small- town under- age party life, you 
might appreciate how it felt like I!was doing everything right when, later 
that year, the movie Dirty Dancing (1987) came out, and af"rmed all of my 
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life choices. Just as a reminder:!Dirty Dancing is a sexy movie set in the staff 
cabin of a summer resort, with an abortion at its narrative centre.

It would be impossible to overstate the importance of Dirty Dancing for 
me. It truly was the most vital and happiest thing in my life for years. Like 
everyone, I!had the soundtrack on cassette, and I!listened to it millions of 
times, dreaming of adversity and forbidden romance. Come the summer 
of 1988, I!was back working at the resort and we dirty danced our way 
through every night. Grinding is still actually the only way I! know how 
to dance.

Let’s think about Dirty Dancing as an abortion movie. In the opening 
scene, we learn that Baby is on vacation at a resort with her educated, stylish 
parents and her clueless, vain sister. Right away on the "rst night, Baby 
escapes the resort’s boring scheduled guest activities and discovers the staff 
cabin and the dirty dancing. That scene of discovery, when the doors burst 
open and everyone is just all over each other; it’s what I!had always hoped 
people would do, if given the chance. But Baby is humiliatingly square!–  
she’s easily shocked and bad at moving her hips. However, very soon after 
this humiliation, the luckiest thing happens to Baby:!she "nds Penny crying 
in a heap and learns that she needs an abortion but that it’s impossible 
because it can only happen on a night when Johnny and Penny have a dan-
cing gig at another resort and no one else can "ll in for her because everyone 
else has to work. But Baby can do it because she doesn’t have to work! Do 
you remember the dance lesson scenes in the studio with Penny and Baby? 
Penny’s bodysuit. Baby’s knotted T- shirt and leotard. All of that steamy 
femme- on- femme screen time. Brought to us by abortion. The next fabu-
lous thing to happen to Baby is that Penny’s abortion goes all wrong and 
Baby has to be very brave and get her doctor father to come to help to save 
Penny’s life. And then, as a reward for being so brave, Baby gets to lose her 
virginity! As it has been for me, abortion was so lucky for Baby.

By the time I!got to university, I!upgraded my love- affair with abortion. 
In frosh week, I!learned that a girl could ask for the morning- after pill in 
Student Health Services and I!could not get my hands on it soon enough. My 
whole "rst year, I!did nothing but take the morning- after pill. I!was hooked 
on the smallest of abortions. I!don’t know if I!was ever even pregnant, but 
I!craved that crampy, decisive discharge for its own sake. While everyone 
else was into beer and hash, I!was into vodka and morning- after pills. My 
addiction to the morning- after pill lasted only as long as my brief experi-
ment in heterosexuality, and I!am grateful to that period of my life for all of 
those sweet little abortions.

The morning- after pill was my gateway drug to becoming a lesbian, 
among other things. I! am the cautionary tale. It’s what patriarchal anti- 
abortionism (I know, they mean the same thing) has always feared:!that if 
women could have abortions, they might not need men at all. The cultiva-
tion of heritage patriarchy!–  which keeps the old seeds alive, growing those 
ideas over and over again, year after year! –  produces a perverse fruit:! a 
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genetic obsession with outlawing queers and abortion. And, indeed, queers 
and abortions, we are the same thing. Living in a family that taught me to 
hate queers as much as abortion, I!needed to become an abortion before 
I!could become a queer. I! imagined myself never having been born, never 
having existed, in order to make a life full of queer impossibilities.

This is a little bit like what happens with my favourite abortion crush 
of all time, the #aky and ambitious Sally Bowles (famously played by Liza 
Minnelli) in Cabaret (1972). Released just a year before Roe v.!Wade in 
the United States, Cabaret uses abortion procedurally, as a way to keep 
the movie interesting, innovative, both future- oriented and complicit. 
Narratively, it allows Sally to keep on living an unexpected life. Unlike Dirty 
Dancing, abortion doesn’t drive the plot in Cabaret. Instead of screening 
abortion, Cabaret off- screens abortion. After a decadent and drawn- out 
three- way affair, Sally "nds out she is pregnant. Instead of moving back to 
England with her gay boyfriend, Brian, to live out her days in a dinky little 
cottage in Cambridge with a playpen in the bedroom and diapers on the 
towel rack and a life of hating each other, she trades in her prized fur coat 
for an abortion. The abortion happens offstage and is marked only by Sally 
arriving back to the apartment without her fur.

As she walks away from Brian, Sally is thinking ahead to her next audi-
tion. Choosing to stay in Weimar- era Berlin with Nazism on the rise, Sally 
is thinking only of her own momentum. Without looking back, she gives a 
backwards wave, and #ashes her shocking green "ngernails one last time, 
saying, It may not amount to anything, but you never know. This line 
offers the gift of uncertainty, of Sally’s tentative, capricious, immoral, and 
possibly reprehensible future. This is an abortion in pursuit of a future of 
stupid decisions, mistakes, risks, failures, great loss, and potential. There are 
many kinds of girls in this world and Sally Bowles is one of those kinds; for 
girls like me who identify with Sally!–  her desperation, her big dreams, her 
hustle!–  there’s never been a better abortion.
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Notes
 1 In 1984 Catholic schools became fully funded by the Province of Ontario.
 2 In 1983 Morgentaler opened an abortion clinic on Harbord Street in Toronto; 

until 1988 when he won R v.!Morgentaler (his second constitutional challenge 
of Canada’s federal abortion laws), this clinic operated illegally. From 1969 to 
1988 federal abortion laws dictated that abortions could be performed only 
when a committee of doctors agreed that continuing the pregnancy would put the 
woman’s life or health at risk. Even after 1988 the clinic remained an anti- choice 
protest destination; it was "rebombed in 1992.
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